


Instructions of the build of the model:
For building the model it will be necessary to have: 

cardboard 0,5 mm & 1 mm 
segments of copper wires (various diameters) 
paint for the retouch of the edges 
glue: e.g. butapren for gluing the biggest areas and cyanoacrylate glue for the tiniest elements

Markings included in sheets:
+   to glue to the Bristol board
*   to glue to the 0,5 mm cardboard
** to glue to the 1 mm cardboard
C to cut white fields out 
     to roll up tight
Red digits are pointing places of sticking parts with appropriate numbers.
CAUTION! White fields (on which another parts are sticking)are smaller than parts appropriate to them. The blue 
shape next to the element is showing the way of bending or pressing this part. 

The hull of the ship. First, stick frames W1 to W21, stringers P1 to P6 and decks 1 to 3 to the cardboard for 
thicknesses 1 mm. Fragments contacting each other of stringers P 1 & P2, P3 & P4 and of decks 1 & 2 stick to one 
belt carton of appropriate length. Stick cavities of chain pipes 3a into holes of deck with linking to the back. Stick the 
framework in according to the picture 1. Grind edges of frames and stringers in order to get the streamlined shape of 
the hull. Next cover them with thin stripes of the paper for breadths of 2 mm. Stick part 4 in the place of the fault of 
decks. Stick the sheathing of ship’s sides (5 to 9) and the sheathing of bottom (10 to 30) according to numbers 
arranged in ascending order. Before sticking the sheathing 6, glue cavities 6a with linking to the bottom. The place of 
sticking fragments of the sheathing is marked in the as-built drawing. Glue shafts, screws and a helm according to 
picture 2. Parts 31a cover bilaterally with parts 31. Ready keels glue into slits, which are cut out in the bottom. Glue 
the anchor 40. 
Superstructure of the stokehold. According to picture 3 make the framework (41 to 45), which cover by a sheathing 46 
to 51 (picture 4). Next, glue all elements of the equipment 52 to 55, make them according to the picture 5. Ready 
superstructure stick to the deck. 

Principal superstructure. Glue the framework according to the picture 6 (parts 56 to 63). Stick a deck 64. Cover the 
deck by walls 65 & 66, next glue to them parts 67 to 69 from the ground floor. Wire S3 stick at the front of the 
superstructure in the place marked with line. Glue second part of the framework 70 to 72 and cover with wall 73. 
Then, glue to the superstructure. From above stick the deck 74, 75 (picture 7). After stick a superstructure to the deck. 
Next, glue to the deck: supports of platforms with small cannons 76, boxes 77, 78 and gangway 79. Longer gangway 
are connecting upper deck with bow deck. Stick the rest of the equipment of the superstructure 80 to 86, making 
according to the picture 8. Picture 9 shows platform with reflectors. According to the picture 10 make range-finder, 
which should be stick to the deck of the superstructure. Picture 11 shows building of the small antiaircraft cannons. 
According to the template S15 make the minor boom. Chimney – frame 112a stick to the part 112 to the same depth, 
like black chimney’s lid. Paint the interior of the lid black. Frame 112b stick to the half of thickness into the part 112, 
glue frame in so that it can be possible to stick part 112c, too.

Superstructure of the amidships. Make amidships according to the picture 14. Stick elements 114 to 118.
With the help of picture 15 make superstructure with range-finder, next stick this to the superstructure 113. Prepare 
torpedo tubes according to the picture 16.

Superstructure of the poop deck. Make the framework (picture 17), which cover of the sheathing 135. Glue the deck 
136, 136a. With the help of glue add brackets 136b from below. Glue equipment 137 to 141. Make and stick to the 
deck parts 142 to 146. Now, stick the superstructure to the deck. Stick a boom S31, beams S32 and gangways 147. 

Equipment of the decks. Pictures 19 to 21 show disposition and building details of decks equipment. Picture 22 
shows the way of building main cannons. By using a thin paper it is possible to make aprons of barrels. Their outline 
is shown in the as-built drawing. The base of a cannon (on the bow) should be grinded in this way so that it will be fit 
to the deck lift. Pictures 23 to 27 show the structure of lifeboats and a motor boat. Lifeboats should be arranged on a 
deck according to the as-built drawing. Suspending launch 198 and motor boat 199 on small cranes S52. Make and 
stick life rafts S68 & 200 to the superstructure under the chimney. Stick booms S69 & 201 on both sides. To the 
starboard stick gangway 202.According to as-built picture make the rigging.

We wish You a great fun. 


